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In this book, you will be learning about the Yakama people. Understand that the Yakama gained
historical distinction when they tried to resist US forces during the Yakama Indian Wars. Read
about their history, culture and tradition. Learn from their way of life and how the modern times
have affected them. Secure a copy of this book today.

About the AuthorBaby Professor showcases a collection of subjects that are educational for kids
to help them learn how to do something themselves, exactly how something is done or how it
came about. Children love to learn through attractive visuals and Baby Prof. is ideal to get your
child the head start he or she needs for the future. Our Motto - Learning is Fun, so let's Make it
Fun to Learn. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Yakama Rising: Indigenous Cultural Revitalization, Activism, and Healing (First Peoples: New
Directions in Indigenous Studies)

The book by Baby Professor has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 8 people have provided feedback.
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